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Abstract. In recent years, a plethora of new possibilities for interactive urban
planning emerged, fuelled by the rise of smart cities. This paper studies the
potential of urban media for reshaping the role of citizens in urban planning.
Both the historical role that citizens have played in the development of neigh-
bourhoods and the process of urban planning are presented from a literature
review. Furthermore, present visions on urban planning and citizen participation
in smart cities are reviewed. Lessons learned from this literature study, are
confronted with six main trends in urban media from expert interviews. As a
result, we deliver an overview that helps urban planners in neighbourhoods in
order to profit from advantages of urban media while avoiding their risks. We
found that the development of urban media could have both positive and neg-
ative effects with regard to citizen participation in urban planning in
neighbourhoods.
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1 Introduction

Citizens have become smarter due to their access to the internet, social media and other
digital media, in particular in cities. Both the rise of the smartphone and mobile internet
access have reshaped city life. Ever more cities develop specific strategies for bearing
the fruit of smart and digital consumer technologies in a wide variety of policy fields
and in spatial development [1]. Well known cities, often mentioned in literature as
smart cities, are cities such as Barcelona, Amsterdam, Songdo, London and Masdar
[2, 3].

Parallel with the increase of the possibilities for cities and local governments to
become smart cities the possibilities for its inhabitants to become a smart citizen keep
increasing as well [4–7]. The online toolkit available to smart citizens, can radically
reshape the way they engage in the development of their own living environments.
Urban media interactions are a key part of such an online toolkit. Urban media is a term
that describes a wide variety of ‘new’ media that influence the use of public space.
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Examples of such media are mobile smartphone apps, social media, virtual reality and
augmented reality [2, 8].

In today’s networked society, as introduced by Castells [9], citizens tend to gain a
more central role in urban planning [8]. The combination of these developments raise
the question what the impact of urban media is on urban planning practices. Therefore,
the main question of this article is; What is the added value of urban media trends for
citizen participation with regard to area development within existing neighbourhoods?
The main aim of this research is to gain insight in the opportunities and risks of the use
of urban media, within the process of area development in neighbourhoods. More
specifically, on the role of citizen participation. The research method consists of both
literature review and qualitative research with experts. First, in the beginning of 2017,
we performed a literature review concerning the involvement of citizen in area
development. Insights in area development in neighbourhoods were derived from
experts in policy making and area development. Since Hajer warned that “the smart
city discourse is notoriously weak on historical awareness” [10], we have chosen to
start the literature research with insights gained in early twentieth century. Also,
contemporary literature was included with topics such as smart cities and area devel-
opment. The second part of the study was based on qualitative expert interviews. Eight
experts were interviewed regarding trends and developments with respect to urban
media. These interviews were conducted in a face-to-face setting and used a semi-
structured list of questions. Experts were selected from fields of expertise including
area development in smart cities, participatory smart city developments and ICT.
Expert interviews led to the definition of six relevant trends in urban media. Those
trends were then confronted with the characteristics of area development.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce a
theoretical background. In Sect. 3 we will introduce the trends in urban media. In
Sect. 4 we show an analysis of the findings. The final section is discussion.

2 Theoretical Background

The key concepts of this research are urban media, citizen participation and area
development. We are aware of the vast amount of literature that covers the opportu-
nities and pitfalls of e-participation and smart cities. We did not strive to provide a
comprehensive overview of that body of literature. We focus completely on the new
opportunities of Urban Media for area development in neighbourhoods. The term urban
media is relatively new and has a relatively small base in literature. In 2018, only 81
peer-reviewed articles can be retrieved from Scopus mentioning this term in the
abstract, keywords or title.

2.1 Participation in Area Development

Throughout the history of mankind, the quality of life in cities has been a matter of
concern for city planners. Also, citizens influenced their own living areas. In early
models, city planning was a heavily rationalized process, developed in a top-down
manner. Urban designers presented blueprints of housing areas that needed to create a
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living area for the rapidly growing cities. The role of citizens in the development of
these plans was marginalized [11]. Models that had quality of life and diversity for
inhabitants in mind started in late 19th century when industrialization created very bad
living circumstances in rapidly growing cities. Ebenezer Howard proposed his famous
model of Garden Cities in 1898. A model that he created as a reaction on the poor
living conditions in English cities, such as London. His solution was to create a
network of satellite cities with a maximum of 32000 inhabitants, surrounded by large
green areas [8]. One could say that he would almost abolish cities, in favor of good
living conditions for inhabitants. Not much later Le Corbusier proposed an opposite
approach to the problem of dense and polluted cities of that time. His plans for ‘La ville
radieuse’ and ‘La ville contemporaire’ proposed the development of megacities with
millions living in it but build up as large buildings surrounded by massive green areas,
thereby creating a livable space for inhabitants. The problem both plans tried to solve
was the same: to create better living conditions for the people in the cities [12]. The
CIAM-congresses in Europe or the mass development of New York under supervision
of city planner Robert Moses, generated urban development plans regarding livable
neighbourhoods for citizens. All of them doing so without actual participation of
citizens. Much of the large-scale expansions of cities, pre and post-world war two,
where developed in that way [13].

In the second half of the twentieth century a shift took place in the views on area
development. Most prominent under the influence of Jane Jacobs, after she wrote her
famous book “The Life and Death of Great American Cities” in 1961 [14]. This created
a more central role for citizens in the process of city planning. Her plea for more actual
involvement of citizens within the process of city making gained much acclaim and
follow up. In 1965, Davidoff presented his influencing model of Advocacy planning
[15]. A planning model that plead for more equality in urban planning. The model
emphasizes the importance including the interests of several target groups living in
urban areas [15]. Jacobs and Davidoff stressed that a broad representation of the public
and participating in creating livable living conditions are crucial factors.

Already in 1969, Sherry Arnstein was the first to introduce a participation ladder
theory to describe various levels of influence citizen can have in a policy making
process [16]. Her model was widely accepted and evolved into several adaptations of
the model including e-participation ladders. However, there is not much consensus
within those different ladders [17]. An important lesson was that citizens could take
different roles in the participation process [18].

2.2 New Relations Between Citizen and Government

In the last decade, another shift in the planning discourse can be acknowledged towards
citizen leadership in urban development, particularly in neighbourhoods. Terms such as
co-creation or grassroots initiatives describe this process [19]. In a new planning
philosophy called radical incrementalism, a shift takes place in de the roles of gov-
ernment and civil society [20]. Unlike models of the past, governments do not propose
blueprints of policy, but set wider, larger scale goals. Every project, initiative or
experiment that seems beneficial for achieving these goals, is approached in a coop-
erative manner. Experiments that succeed, could be learned from and if scalable,
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implemented on a larger scale. The dynamics of contemporary society functions as a
catalyst for new ideas, projects and initiatives. Through process of trial and error,
society learns what could be implemented successfully and what not. The model is
based in the principles of incremental planning [21]. The model of radical incremen-
talism teaches us that a shift in ownership for policymaking and area development is
necessary. Therefore, three principles regarding new relations between government and
civil society are [20]:

1. Acknowledge the paradigm of the energetic society, for both finding solutions as in
approach to policy challenges;

2. Attach to the experiences of the citizen;
3. Consider the societal dynamics as a catalyst for solutions, not for problems.

In this new relations and field of influence it is important for local governments to
be clear in the role they take in different projects with regard to area development.

2.3 The Smart Citizen

With the rise of smart cities and its possibilities, the position of citizens change [1].
Together with the previously described changing discourse in urban planning and area
development, the role citizens can play in the development of their own neighbour-
hoods can be redefined. As Castells described, internet and connectivity transformed
our society into a network society [9]. The network society gives increasing oppor-
tunities and freedom of choice in groups to which we can bind ourselves and to which
we feel connected. A process described by Wellman as networked individualism [22].
The individual citizen functions as a switchboard between the different networks. This
creates a very strong, horizontally oriented organizational structure that could be used
for citizen to organize themselves, improve experiments, exchange ideas and learn [23].

This provides the citizen with instruments creating possibilities that makes bottom-
up area development possible. A process Townsend describes as a do-it-yourself-city
[24]. The do-it-yourself-city is strengthened by the strong organizational structure of
networked individualism. Townsend defines the do-it-yourself-city as ‘a city that is not
centrally operated, but a city that is created, operated and improved upon by all’. This
shows that the impact of networked individualism, also affects the role citizens play in
area development in their own neighbourhoods.

In the Datapolis [25] approach, city’s government is seen as a central body, that
makes decisions based on the gathering of urban data. The Centro de Operacoes Rio in
Rio de Janeiro is a remarkable example of this type of governing. The role of citizen is
marginalized. The opposite of this approach is a city that is not controlled from the
cockpit, but commences out of a whole of uncoordinated activities, like a swarm [25].
This way of governing fits perfectly in the described shift in roles for citizen partici-
pation, and the shift towards networked individualism. Many authors now take an
integrated perspective on smart cities instead of merely pushing technology. Caragliu,
Del Bo and Nijkamp [26] state that a city is smart when: “investments in human and
social capital and traditional (transport) and modern (ICT) communication infrastruc-
ture fuel sustainable economic growth and a high quality of life, with a wise man-
agement of natural resources, through participatory governance.” As Neirotti et al.
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made clear, a smart city can only be really smart when the city is capable of addressing
real-life challenges and when it is able to bear the fruit of the social capital of the
people involved in that city [27]. The involvement of smart citizens is essential. Smart
citizens play a crucial role in smart cities by their participation in smart governance of
local areas where they live or work [28].

2.4 Smart Citizen Participation in Neighbourhood Area Development

After the review of literature regarding the role of citizens in urban development in
neighbourhoods, and analyzing the outcomes, we defined seven crucial aspects
regarding the role of citizens in area development. These are:

1. Sufficient possibilities for citizens to participate [14, 20]
2. Clear definition of the level of participation [4, 16, 18, 29]
3. Enough diversity in the group of participants [14, 15]
4. Enough influence from minorities in a neighbourhood [14, 15]
5. A broader government goal as a compass for area development [20]
6. Enough institutional freedom to experiment [20, 21]
7. Using the dynamics in society as a catalyst for participation [20].

3 Results

Urban media can influence the experience, use and value of physical places in a city
[8]. Smartphones enable us to bridge both time and place. Apps are contributing to new
forms of experience within neighbourhoods and could contribute to social cohesion
(e.g. bridging and bonding social capital [30]). In today’s society, the poster on a
façade is replaced by the interface of a smartphone [33]. Urban media are developed
into more personal, time and place independent, and more responsive forms of media.
We conducted semi-structured interviews with eight experts for identifying trends in
urban media. We aimed to explore the influence of urban media trends on area
development. Since the experts were regarded as authorities within the field of urban
development or urban media, we decided to list all key trends in Table 1.

Table 1. Trends in urban media as indicated by field experts

Interviewee # Platform
society

User
generated
content

Use of image
and video

Serious
gaming

VR &
AR

Tech actors in
urban field

Interviewee 1 X
Interviewee 2 X X
Interviewee 3 X X X
Interviewee 4 X X
Interviewee 5 X X
Interviewee 6 X X X X
Interviewee 7 X X
Interviewee 8 X
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3.1 Trend 1: Networked Individuals in a Platform Society

According to many of our interviewees, the networked society is shifting towards a
platform society [33–35]. The process of networked individualism makes citizen more
and more footloose. A citizen does not necessarily bind himself to his neighbourhood.
The perception of a place can commence even if one doesn’t actually know a place, or
even has been to a place. Through the omnipresence of media, a form of hybrid space is
developed. The use of a smartphone as a territory device magnifies this effect. This
even makes the definition of new groups of people possible [8]. Most of the urban
media on smartphones operate on a (online) platform. Van Dijck et al. [33] described
this process as a shift towards a platform society. Helmond [35] speaks of ‘plat-
formification’, in which societal, social, and economic life for major parts runs through
platforms. Four main companies (Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple) dominate the
platform landscape. A downside of such platforms is the risk of creating so called filter
bubbles [5], caused by recommender algorithms.

3.2 Trend 2: User Generated Content

Users generate all kinds of posts, textual or audio-visual, and share them via platforms
such as YouTube and Instagram [36, 37]. User generated content is the fuel for smart
cities. According to Kaplan and Haenlein [36], user generated content needs to fulfil
three basic requirements in order to be considered as such:

1. It needs to be published either on a publicly accessible website or on a social
networking site accessible to a selected group of people;

2. It needs to show a certain amount of creative effort;
3. It needs to have been created outside of professional routines and practices.

This enables the growth of urban media, the mining of citizen generated data, partly
as a result of urban media use, is growing. User-generated content can be used as
possibilities for citizens to influence their own living areas. It can also be used for
knowledge production in political participation [37]. Furthermore, extensive analysis of
user generated content, as described in the cockpit metaphor, makes policy-making
possible whilst taking the ideas and interests of a large and diverse population into
account that lives in a neighbourhood. When data is collected on a variety of topics and
among a relevant group of people, a form of indirect citizen participation could be
achieved.

3.3 Trend 3: The Growing Importance of Image and Video

Visual social media channels such as YouTube, Instagram and Snapchat are getting
more popular [38]. What those channels have in common is their emphasis on pictures
and video as their most important way of communication. Politicians, for example,
discover its visual possibilities to more easily reach voters and show their faces,
increasing social presence [36]. Facebook introduced the Facebook live function in
April 2016, to keep track on the growing competitiveness of other platforms in the field
of image and video [39]. YouTube channels of - mostly young - people, posting Vlogs
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about their everyday lives on the street in their neighbourhoods, provide opportunities
to create new public figures in neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the development of video
screens in public spaces is remarkable in this account. Veenstra [40] shows the
potential impact of using interactive displays in public spaces. Experiments of showing
urban dashboards on public screens to create city services are promising in this regard.

3.4 Trend 4: Gamification and Serious Gaming

Today, an increasing number of games are designed for serious purposes [41]. There is
an exponential growth in digital games in popular culture [42]. Serious games can be
played in a wide variety of fields, often using simulations of real-world events, adopted
with gaming characteristics. It is therefore providing players of a game with tools to gain
more insights in fields of problems, mutual positions or even development tools [41, 43,
44]. Gaming for the purpose of training, strategizing and learning is already widely
accepted. A step further would be to see if gaming could even be working predictively
and for policy-making. This is still on debate within scientific literature [41].

We saw that one of the important characteristics of urban media is time and place
independency, given by the use of smartphones. The same trend is recognizable within
the development of serious gaming for city development. These forms of urban media
are the topic of various studies that aim to show the possibilities for enhancing citizen
participation in area development.

3.5 Trend 5: Virtual and Augmented Reality

A variety of applications using both virtual and augmented reality is currently being
developed. Several studies show the potential of using those techniques in the process
of urban planning [45]. The use of virtual worlds on mobile applications also proofed
to be a suitable tool for stimulation citizen to participate in the process of urban
planning [46]. Studies show a growing and wide variety of possibilities for the use of
Virtual Reality Geographical Information Systems (VRGIS) and Augmented Reality
Geographical Information Systems. All creating possibilities for smarter urban plan-
ning and citizen involvement in that process [42]. In 2016, the augmented reality game
Pokémon Go showed an enormous impact on the use of public areas. This even led to
prohibiting people to enter certain public areas for searching Pokémon [31, 32].

3.6 Trend 6: New Actors in Area Development

With the increase of smart city techniques, also new actors present themselves in the
field of urban planning. Large scale area development, such as proposed by Google
affiliated company Sidewalk labs in Toronto, are examples of such. Companies such as
Cisco, IBM or Siemens that originate in sectors like ICT, Social Media or hardware
development, now develop strategies for urban planning and city planning. Companies
that do not have any rooted experience in these fields. Some experts in the field of urban
planning consider this lack of historical awareness and knowledge on the process of
urban planning, a dangerous development [10]. Especially since urban planning is
considered a complex process [46]. Many of these actors tend to approach a city and
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urban development in a more rational way, almost comparable to the traditional
approaches of urban planning that dictated the planning discourse in the first half of the
twentieth century [11]. This has already led to criticism of the development of smart
cities for being too technocratic and top-down in orientation. This could result in a
structural neglecting of citizens interests and ignoring their needs [1, 2, 47–49]. Reac-
tions of the companies in describing strategies towards more citizen-focused strategies,
do not provide a more citizen-focused form of urban planning in smart cities [49].

4 Analysis of Urban Media for Area Development

We carefully analyzed the aforementioned trends in relation to the defined aspects of
successful urban development in existing neighbourhoods. This analysis took place by
developing a confrontation matrix where the trends were assessed on the found aspects
of area development. The analysis resulted in either a potential positive effect, a
potential negative effect, or no expected effect at all. While the analysis is not yet
validated with large scale empirical data we encourage further research. The analysis is
displayed in Tables 2 and 3 and shows an overview of expected value based on
theoretical and expert assumptions that were found in the research.

Table 2. Analysis trend 1–3.

Platform-society Citizen generated data Image and video

Own
participation

Positive effect expected No great influence
expected

Positive effect expected
Platforms lower the
barriers for citizens to
participate

New target groups can
be reached through
video platforms. These
are low barrier options
to participate

Clear role of
government

No great influence
expected

Negative effect expected No great influence
expectedEthical dilemmas make

the extensive use of data
risky

Diversity Negative effect expected Positive effect expected Positive effect expected
Because of the effect of
filter bubbles on
platforms, groups tend
to develop in a
homogenous way

When using data
analytics, data and
opinions of every target
group can be taken into
account

New target groups can
be reached through
video platforms

Influence by
minorities

Negative effect expected Positive effect expected Positive effect expected
Because of the
homogenous
development, minorities
can be in danger of not
being heard

When using data
analytics, data and
opinions of every target
group can be taken into
account

New target groups can
be reached through
video platforms

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Platform-society Citizen generated data Image and video

Widely set
goals by
government

No great influence
expected

No great influence
expected

No great influence
expected

Room for
experimentation

Positive effect expected No great influence
expected

No great influence
expectedPlatforms provide an

opportunity for
exchanging ideas and
improve experimental
development

Dynamics in
society

Positive effect expected Positive effect expected No great influence
expectedPlatforms provide

opportunities to
exchange ideas and
benefit from energy in
society

Predictive analysis of
data, can identify the
dynamics of society

Table 3. Analysis trend 4–6

Serious gaming VR/AR New actors in area
development

Own
participation

Positive effect expected No great influence
expected

Negative effect
expected

Serious gaming
stimulates participation
of otherwise less -
interested target group

New actors lack insights
and rooting in urban
planning methods. They
can have a poorly
developed historical
awareness. Often city
development is
approached in a
rationalised,
technocratic manner.
This does not support
clear and ‘free’ citizen
participation

Clear role of
government

Positive effect expected No great influence
expected

Negative effect
expected

Role playing elements
show clear division of
roles

In some cases, new
actors make contracts
with local governments.
This could harm the
needed transparency
and clear choice of
governmental role

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Serious gaming VR/AR New actors in area
development

Diversity Positive effect expected No great influence
expected

Negative effect
expected

Serious games can
provide insights in
opposing angles and
show that target groups
perhaps are forgotten

The of lack insights and
rooting in urban
planning methods does
not benefit the
‘inefficient’ use of
diverse public

Influence by
minorities

Positive effect expected Positive effect expected Negative effect
expected

Serious games provide
possibilities to generate
insights in opposing
angles. Also it lifts
support for opposing
views

VR and AR generate
possibilities to show
area development
through the eyes of
someone else. Therefor
also generating support
for minorities, like
disabled people

The lack of insights and
rooting in urban
planning methods does
not benefit the
‘inefficient’ use of
diverse public. This
could be dangerous for
the need of involving
minorities

Widely set
goals by
government

No great influence
expected

No great influence
expected

No great influence
expected

Room for
experimentation

Positive effect expected Positive effect expected Negative effect
expected

Serious games provide
possibilities for
experiments and test
them in simulated
situations

VR and AR generate
possibilities for showing
the effect of
experiments and adjust
them endlessly

The lack of insights and
rooting in urban
planning methods does
not always fit to an
experimental approach
to urban planning

Dynamics in
society

Positive effect expected Positive effect expected Positive effect expected
Serious games thrive on
enthusiasm. This
functions better when
acting on the dynamics
of society

VR and AR can
generate enthusiasm by
creating possibilities to
envision endless
number of possible
future developments in
neighbourhoods

New actors often have a
good antenna for
finding the dynamics in
society. This could
benefit initiatives for
neighbourhood
development that
thrives on these
dynamics
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5 Discussion

It can be concluded that the six main trends we defined regarding the development of
urban media, each show their own impact on citizen participation in urban planning.
Some of the identified trends could even have a mutually amplifying effect, which
makes the contribution of urban media even more significant to urban planning. The
relatively new actors in urban planning that are rooted in the world of ICTs, gain lots of
criticism in their technocratic role in the development of smart cities. Since they do not
have a background in urban planning these new actors may have a negative impact on
citizen involvement in urban planning.

Various limitations of our research have to be mentioned here. First, we focused
completely on urban media trends that were identified from literature and experts. This
means that we did not explore or revisited the body of knowledge regarding all kinds of
earlier city participation technologies such as online forums, open data initiatives, web
planning tools, cloud services and so on. A second limitation, raised here, is that our
interviewees, that we considered as experts in this field, were exclusively from the
Netherlands. This potentially limits the generalizability of the findings for other
countries where the trends could not be that strong as in a country with the highest level
of internet access. Urban media shows some remarkable opportunities for city planning
in local neighbourhoods but has to be applied with care. The analysis in this article
showed that some functions are better supported than others. And solely the existence
of urban media does not solve the lack of interest in participation. Yet we have to find
those specific configurations and strategies that enhance participation, based on hard
work of people and creating valuable relationships. In that sense, urban media is maybe
an old wine in a new barrel.
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